
Hiring Assistant Coordinator
for ECDEP project

The Economic Consequences of Depression is a research study which aims to
study the economic consequences of depression by surveying depressed and

non-depressed persons to understand their economic choices. This project is a
follow-up study with participants from PREMIUM and SHARE trials, previously

conducted by Sangath.

No. of Vacancies: 01 (part time)
Last Date of Application: 31st Jan. 2020

Work as a liaison between Sangath and J-PAL and assist the Sangath-PI and J-
PAL team in management of project admin and coordination
Oversee the Finance and Admin Consultant in various day to day activities - eg
oversee the Sangath vouchers, driver logs, travel compensation, cross-verify and
sign logs, bills, payments and records
Monitor the work of surveyors and counselors on the project
Overall responsibility for the research and administration as need arises (under
guidance of Sangath-PI, ECDEP project)
Recruitment of new staff, preparing offer letters, other HR responsibilities (assist
with recruitment: advertising, interviews, documentation)
Maintain project documentation (MOUs, Budgets, Contracts, Correspondence,
Progress Reports)
Obtaining approvals from MC and SMT and relevant others
Organizing project based meetings and activities at Sangath, ECDEP office and
community and make meeting notes and updating task list
Visit the J-PAL field offices and Sanagth office half day each on all working days
Work collaboratively with the Sangath administrative personnel and participate
in Sangath activities and meetings

Job Description

Graduate or Post-Graduate degree in
Management, Commerce, Economics or
other social sciences
1- 2 year’s relevant experience in
managing projects, HR and Finances
Fluency in English, Konkani, Hindi,
Marathi
Two wheeler license

Essential Requirements
Experience in Ngo sector
Knowledge of Tally and SPSS
Good command on Microsoft Excel,
Word, PPT etc.
Good quantitative aptitude

Desirable Criteria

Interested candidates are required to seek permission from your supervisors and
Send your resumes to 

supriya.sawal@sangath.in
Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.  


